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This issue of the FLYLEAF honors the memory of
Dr. Joseph I. Davies, Professor of Biology, who died
suddenly on May 27, 19^6, just as he was entering
retirement.
He was the beloved friend of many generations of Rice students, a large number of whom are

now alumni and Friends

For those who took Dr. Davies' Freshman biology
course his lecture on evolution, given towards the
end of each academic year, was perhaps the high point
of the course.
The lecture as delivered on April -23,
1963, was taped by Tom Wilson, a devoted student, who
presented the tape to the Fondren Library.
In the belief that Dr. Davies' own words form a
most fitting memorial to him, the FLYLEAF herewith
prints the lecture as it was transcribed from the
tape.
The tape itself is available through the recording machines in the Music and Fine Arts Room of
the Fondren to those who may wish to hear Dr. Davies'
words as he spoke them.

BIOLOGY 100
LECTURE ON EVOLUTION

by Dr.

Joseph

I.

Davies

This morning I am going to interrupt the continuity of the course to talk about man's evolution.

Since man evolved from the other animals^ the inquiring mind is beset with a number of questions which
may be disturbing because it is difficult to equate the
For example^ how did
answers with previous knowledge.
man acquire the particular attributes which distinguish
him from the other animals? How can one square religious teaching with the evolutionary doctrine? How does
the biologist account for the appearance of the soul?
How does man come to have a moral code? It is part of
my responsibility to face up to these questions and I
think they should be dealt with forthrightly and honestly.
In the past, students have asked me where
science stands on these issues and this morning I am
going to tell you how the biologist meets these questions and resolves them to his satisfaction.
The
subject is broad and I am going to leave till the last
lectiure the development of man's moral code and his
establishment of values. But^ as I proceed_, I would
like you to keep the thought in mind that I recognize
it is possible to understand a concept without necessarily accepting it.

Man is a product of the natural world and he has
evolved on the earth from the other animals. Accordingly, all living things are related to each other.
The kinship is close between some forms of life, more

Furthermore^ the only tenable
distant in others.
scientific view regarding the origin of life is that
it arose from inanimate matter; but to the biologist
They
the "words life and nonlife are unsatisfactory.
They are
are rather like the words hot and cold.
Life and nonlife are positions
differences of degree.
on a spectrum graduated from the simple to the complex.
Life is on the complex end and nonlife on the simple
In this view, there is one world stuff.
end.
When
it is arranged in a particular organization, it exhibits properties which we define as living; in less
complicated organization it does not exhibit these
properties.
The question arises, where did this basic stuff
come from? Now there are two possible answers to this
question.
The more familiar answer is that it was
created, and the other answer is that it did not have
a beginning as the term beginning is usually understood,
a viewpoint which I shall consider later.
If one accepts
the view that the world was created, then it follows
that there must be a creator.
Furthermore, since early
man did not have a rational explanation for his appearance on the earth, the idea of creation was extended
to include himself.
And the ijnusual qualities which
he possessed over the animals were ascribed to a soul
or spirit which God infused into man when he was created.
These ideas have been promulgated over the years
in many orthodox religions which man has embraced.

Many biologists (although not all of them) do not
subscribe to this view of creation.
They attempt to
account for man's appearance on the earth on a naturalistic basis as opposed to a supernaturalistic basis.
Now both of these views are predicated on faith.
The
scientist has faith in the scientific method, in the
collection and organization of facts, the formulation
of hypotheses, the testing of them and their rejection
or acceptance.
By this process he believes that he can
arrive at a rational understanding of the universe and
man's place in it.
On the other hand, the belief in

In this view,
special creation is absolute and final.
life is neither material processes nor organized matter.
It cannot be isolated and examined by itself and as such
is said to be outside the province of science and
scientific method.
It is not possible to say that either one of these
views is surely correct, but the inquiring mind, in
attempting to resolve these viewpoints, may decide
To many
that one of them appears to be more probable.
persons, religious creeds and dogmas are peculiarly
But some people who cherish them recognize
precious.
the inexorable march of science and the discoveries
which it has made, and they seek to find a middle ground
where they can both pray and question and so, perhaps,
But others try to avoid the controversy
be fuller men.
between science and orthodox religion by compartmentalBy this I mean that they attempt
izing their thinking.
compartments in their minds,
isolated
two
establish
to
beliefs
and
one for scientific knowreligious
one for
faith in the former that
their
is
ledge and, so strong
beliefs
with reference to
their
they refuse to examine
is
foreign
to this viewThe idea of proof
science.
and
noble lives
lead
good
Many of these people
point.
of conduct
raise
the
level
and in so doing they help to
contribute
they
and
They add to its culture
of society.
its
expression
of
toward the further development and
this
decry
would
individual members. No educated person
methods
the
of
But a mind closed to
lofty endeavor.
science, closed to the process of free inquiry can never
attain to the realization of that of which it is potentially capable. And to be content with a religious
answer, always apt to become a soft pillow to the easyIt is
going, is to abandon the problem as insouluble.
surrendering our birthright for peace of mind.

But it should be emphasized that the scientist
in his quest for a rational explanation of life phenomena does not deride or attack the orthodox religious
view of life. He merely offers his views as a parallel
to religious views, and their rejection, acceptance, or

Reconsideration rests entirely with each individual.
stating this thought, there is no justification for the
scientist to deny a person the right to believe in a
rital spirit any more than such a person has the right
;o assert that a spirit has a legitimate place in
The decision which a person reaches regarding
science
-jhese points of view is determined in part by his inlerited constitution, the way his brain is organized,
ind in greater part by environmental circumstances,
;he influences to which a person has been exposed
throughout his life.
.

Cardinal Newman expressed a very charitable view
.oward those who did not see the need for evoking the
Lgency of a supreme being to explain man's origin and
Cardinal Newman was a
lis relationship to the world.
:lergyman in the Anglican Church until the middle of
lis life and he was converted to Catholicism after he
jas forty.
He held an ecclesiastic professorship at
he University of Oxford and in the University envir)nment he came in contact with agnostics, a word coinI

from the Greek by T. H. Huxley, meaning doubter.
he did not pass them to the Devil, so to speak,
iut rather, in a gentle, tolerant spirit he wrote,
"He
the doubter) will be too profound and too large-minded
He is too
.o ridicule religion or to act against it.
fise to be a dogmatist or fanatic.
He respects piety
nd devotion. .. .he honors the ministers of religion
nd it contents him to decline its mysteries without
,ssailing or denouncing them. "
Contrast this considirate viewpoint with that of the Puritans who had the
)nly answer, so they thought, and who burned disbelevers at the stake.
The following four-line doggerel
ixpresses something of their intolerance:
id

5ut

.

The Pilgrims landed, worthy men.
And, saved from wreck on raging seas.
They fell upon their knees and then
Upon the aborigines.
The biologist does not hold that he has the only
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and final answer by which knowledge may be acquired.
But he has developed a conceptual scheme which offers
a rational explanation of the universe and inan's relationship to it. ThiS; the thesis, is built on the
premise that knowledge can be only acquired through
experience, and the strength of the method resides in
the fact that it has given man a rationalistic and
satisfying explanation of events which have occurred in
the universe, including man's origin.
So convincing is the evidence that the biologist
cannot deviate from the method no matter where it may
Previously, when we were discussing the
lead him.
functioning of the nervous system, I said that we accept
events which occur in the universe as true because in
our experience and under particular conditions, they
always occur. And accordingly we formulate rules about
Thus, through sensory experience, we
the universe.
establish a rule that water turns to ice and not to coal
that fire gives off heat, that objects fall down and not
These rules,
up, and that man evolved from the animals.
and many more which he has established, are utilized by
him to deal with the universe and they enable him to
understand his relationship to it. The rules are accept
ed as true because the sequence of events which leads to
their establishment is verified continually by sensory
experience during our lifetime. Thus we accept the law
of gravity as a true statement.

Now this method of acquiring knowledge is accepted
by most people just so long as it remains objective.
But when the method is applied to man in order^ to derive
rules about man, his origin, his behavior, his evolution
and his place in the universe, it meets with resistance
from a fair segment of society. The objection stems fro
the belief engendered in most western religions that man
is different from the animals because he has been brushed or infused by the supernatural and as a result he has
been endowed with qualities which transcend his earthly
experiences. Accordingly he is endowed with a soul or
spirit.
He has a conscience.
He is inately good and
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he can have some form of knowledge without experience.
Most western religions subscribe to this viewpoint.
Ana the philosophy of idealism also holds to the view
that some form of knowledge can be acquired a priori by
In
virtue of the so-called faculty of intuition.

other words, it is possible to have knowledge without
This belief at once creates
the sensory experience.
a schism with science, and the conflict of science
with religion and also with idealism revolves around
this belief.
Science is organized on a naturalistic
hypothesis based on the scientific method which I
spelled out a moment ago, whereas religion and the
philosophy of idealism are organized on a supernatural
basis for which there is no substructure.
The biologist holds that the universe and the particular qualities that man possesses over the animals can
be explained without evoking supernatural powers. And
the schism remains wide because the supernaturalists and
the idealists will not allow analysis of their concepts
It is asserted that their
by the method of science.
Thus the two
concepts are outside the realm of science.
viewpoints are poles apart on basic premise. And trying
to discuss one in terms of the other is analogous to trying to explain the game of bridge by using the rules of
dominoes.
But science does not concern itself with the
controversy.
It proceeds on its way gathering and organizing facts, establishing more and more rules and acquiring more and more knowledge about man and the universe of which he is a part.
But the rules are passive,
so to speak.
They are not directed at any particular
doctrine, but because of their firm foundation and also
because of their strength in logic they certainly chip
away at opposing views.
The rules established by Galileo
are a case in point.
His observations concerning the
relation of the earth and the sun were in contradiction
to the divine word of the church, and in an attempt to
suppress his writings the church put him in prison.
But so incontrovertable were Galileo's facts, so logical
were his interpretations, that history bears witness to
the change in thinking.
Time is on the side of science
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which says, "Take it or leave
eventually take it."

it_,

but you will

Now within recent years with the fact of evolution
becoming incorporated into our body of knowledge, science
focuses its attention on man and the unusual qualities
Since man evolved
which he possesses over the animals.
from the animals, how and when did he come by the special entities of soul, mind, innate goodness, and a
priori knowledge with which he is said to be endowed.
For many people the soul is considered as something
That is, they think in terms of
separate from the body.
This is the philosophy of dualism
a soul and a body.
which many people subscribe to and which the philospher
Descartes staunchly advocated, but the biologist quesHe asks whether the
tions the validity of this view.
manifestation of life that we call soul or spirit is
He asks whether
indeed a separate entity from the body.
this manifestation of life can be accounted for on a
naturalistic basis.
In some orthodox religions the view
generally held is that the soul is breathed into the
body by a supernatural being. But to the inquiring mind
the question inevitably arises, "When does the soul enter
the body? Does it enter at birth?" This is a troublesome question because the infant has been living and
metabolizing long before birth.
Is the soul present
in the egg?
These are disturbing questions for the duali
that is, for those who think in terms of a soul and a
But for the evolutionary organicist this question
body.
does not arise.
The ovum and the sperm are merely detach
portions of the parental living substance and all matter
whether living or lifeless is composed of the same basic
stuff.
In this view, there is one world stuff and, depending on its organization, it has the potentiality of
exhibiting both mental and material properties.
As we look along the scale of life from the simplest
protozoan up to man, we find that there is continuity
of substance and it is impossible to draw any sharp line
and say, "Here soul enters or here the consciousness
enters." There is an imperceptable sliding into con-

scious life and we can provoke the question further by
In each one of us there has
looking at our own lives.
been an unbroken line of development from fertilized egg
Yet no literate person would
to conscious human being.
maintain the ovum or early embryo has mind or consciousaess in the form that we observe it in the adult human beSince there is continuity of substance in living
ing.
things, science infers that there is continuity of mental
Restating is idea, science infers that there is
[quality.
something of the same general nature as mind in ourselves
inherent in all life, something standing in the same
relation to living matter in general as do our minds to
the particular living matter of our brains.
Science may
aever be able to prove the theory but it is the most
economical hypothesis and it fits the facts of life more
simply than does the inference that the mind or soul or
spirit, call it what you will, was suddenly introduced
into matter in a certain stage in its evolution.
In most animals the mental attribute of matter is
such a low level of intensity that at present we canQot detect it.
But higher animals such as dogs, horses,
apes, and birds behave as though they had some degree of
That is, they show some awareness of their sijrmind.
roundings, and in man this degree of awareness reaches
last September,
its highest expression or intensity.
at the opening lecture, I mentioned that matter exists
in a series of hierarchies of increasing complexity.
I
will add that the human brain is the most complex organization of matter and the most complex system which has
so far appeared on the earth, but it is made of the same
stuff as the earthworm and the earth.
It differs from
them only in the complexity of its organization and in
the system articulated by the particles from which it is
made.
According to this view, man's soul or spirit (by
which the biologist, in agreement with the philosopher,
David Hume_, means his awareness, his feelings, his
emotions, his character, his morals, his temperament collectively his mind) would be a product of natural
development.
Man's mind is his experiences, or better,
it is the synthesizing of man's experiences into a ijnity.
at
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Through the evolutionary process_, the protoplasm which
constitutes man has now become so highly organized and
integrated that, in addition to its physical properties,
it now exhibits a new property which we define as mental.
But it is artificial to separate the one as physical, the
other as mental because they are both of one integrated
individual which is psychophysical throughout.
This view that there is one universal world stuff
with both material and mental properties is the central
theme of the philosophy of Spinoza and is referred to as
monism, a term which at once sets it off in sharp contrast to the more commonly accepted view of dualism.
However, Spinoza injected the idea of God into his
Spinoza does not
philosophy in a rather strange way.
consider God as a directing or guiding spirit but rather
he considers God as the world, that is, God is synonoraous
with nature. For Spinoza, the laws of nature and God
are one and the same thing, but apart from this interpretation, the world for Spinoza is a causal chain, each
link necessarily connected with the preceeding one. And
everything in nature is the necessary effect of something
else.
This view, in essence, is the doctrine of scientific determinism which holds that all events in the
world result from the operation of invariable laws.
Its
is a world of determinism, and not of design, and this
view of the world is accepted by many biologists although they do not see the need for complicating the
meaning of the word nature by attaching the idea of God
to it.
God and nature are, for Spinoza, one and the
same idea.

The philosophy of monism in modified form -has
gained adherence outside the field of science and more
religiously minded people who recognize the strength of
scientific argument have, in part, accepted this doctrine
I say in part because many of them prefer to retain the
idea of God as an omnipresent directing influence.
They
feel that the universe must have some kind of directing
influence; and, in company with Mathew Arnold, rhey
prefer to believe that there is something, not ourselves!
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makes for righteousness. And thus they find satisfaction in visualizing God as the guiding principle,
working his wonders through the evolution of the univerNo frosty words these.
Surely a
sal world stuff.
evolution from cosmic
wondrous idea to contemplate:
Stardust to sentient man, able to glimpse the harmony
The
a,nd order of the universe of which he is a part.
Surely the beauty of
achievement stirs the emotions.
the rosebud would not be lessened for us if we could but
Tiake it by compounding certain chemicals.
More likely,
For we would know
Dur reaction would be the converse.
that a rosebud was neiLher accident nor n.iracle.

^^hich

The biologist has reached this same conclusion
concerning himself.
He recognizes that man's presence
Dn earth is not due to supernatural fiat per se but
rather is the result of the operation of natural laws
IS understood by the human mind.
Subscribers to the
philosophy of scientific determinism concede the possibility that there may be a guiding spirit behind the
^rorld.
But since they can know nothing of this they
proceed on the assiumption that the operation of the
universe and man's relationship to it can be ijnderstood
Further3y the laws of nature which man has formulated.
nore, proceeding on this view, they hold that man, within the limitations of his natural environment, is capable
3f solving his own problems, both material and moral,
md fiorther that these responsibilities should not be
put off on the shoulders of a mythical entity, but rather
bhey should be resolutely and hopefully faced because
it seems that this is the only life that man vill live
ind he should make the best of it for himself and others.
The view that man should face up to his responsibilities and make every effort to solve his problems is
licely phrased in two stanzas written by the novelist,
John Galsworthy.
The stanzas are short - four lines
Bach.
The first stanza sets the scene; the second stanza
LS a prayer.
Here it is:
If on a Spring night I went by
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God were standing there ^
What is the prayer that I would cry
To Him? This is the prayer:
"0 Lord of Courage grave_,
Master of this night of Spring_,
Make firm in me a heart too "brave
"
To ask Thee anything.'

rind

According to the view of life here presented, the
soul would not leave the body at death and go to Heaven,
hopefully, as the immortal part of us, because, as I have
said, it is but an aspect of the universal world stijff
The
as the two sides of a coin are aspects of one coin.
this
be
in
view
to
spirit
are
considered
mind,
or
soul,
It would begin to develop
an aspect of our personality.
soon after birth, gradually expanding and developing
further as a result of interaction with other lives lives which had touched us with qualities of kindness,
of altruism, of love, of honor, of devotion, of courtesy,
of integrity, qualities which human society holds in high
esteem and which it regards as good and noble
And the
greatness and nobility of our own soul, our self, our
personality, would depend upon the degree to which we had
been molded by these influences during our life, and also
to the extent to which these qualities were reflected in
our behavior.
Thus, we would have a kind of biological
immortality here on earth in which oiur soul would be
diffused in all our offspring and in all those who knew
And we could join with Tennyson's Ulysses and say
us.
with a certain reverence and veneration, "I am a part of
all that I have met." Many of the greatest men and
women of the past left no children of their bodies but
the world is filled with children of their souls
And
in this sense, the souls of Shakespeare, Isaac Newton,
This social
and Thomas Gray are stupendously large.
immortality of thought and deed has been nobly expressed
in a poem by George Eliot of which I quote the first
three lines:
'

.

.

Oh,

may

I

join the choir invisible

Of those immortal dead who live again
In minds made better by their presence.
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live again in minds made better by their presence,
.ead in body but immortal in influence.
Tio

They take some
To me, these are grand thoughts.
nobility of
recognizing
,f the sting out of death by
They lessen
individual.
the
:haracter diaring the life of
through
perpetuating
and
he void of death by accentuating
was
individual
the
.ew lives those virtues for which
evered while he lived.
Now another perplexing question which arises in
onnection with the consideration of organic evolution
That is,
cause.
s the so called first cause, or final
the
in
formed
be
rho or what caused the universe to
possibility
the
concede
The student may
"irst place.
were
,hat when this planet was cooling and the elements
the
that
such
'orming conditions might have prevailed
)rimordium of living substance could have been formed.
3ut since the elements were formed from the fundamental
^articles then the student puts the question, "What
caused the fundamental particles to form?" Now if there
^ere an answer to this question, then inevitably another
question would follow which would be, "What was the cause
This is the so-called first cause
Df it?" and so on.
question.

Now if your thoughts run in these channels, they
You will not come up with a satwill lead nowhere.
isfactory answer although, if one's view of life does
embody the idea of creation, then it might be more satisfying and less perplexing to consider creation occurrOne reason
ing at the level of the fundamental particles.
why the first cause looms large in our thinking is because we concern ourselves so much with beginning and
endings. We have made beginnings and endings false rules
We confer upon them the certainty that
of the universe.
we give to falling bodies or to the continually estabBut note, the
lished fact that snow is white and cold.
rules about falling bodies and snovj are the result of
a lifetime experience with our sense organs and these
rules, along with a great many more established by the

same means, enable us to deal effectively -with the
universe.
But the notion of "beginnings and endings does
not fall into the category of knowledge from experience.
Beginnings and endings are inventions of the mind and
they will not stand the test of scientific analysis. Fc
instance, we say that crops begin to grow in the spring:
a dog has a litter of pups and new lives begin; the
dog dies and it is the end of the dog; the day has a
beginning and ending and so on. But upon consideration,
it becomes apparent that there are no beginnings de novc
The newborn pups did not star
no beginnings from blank.
from nothing. They are a detached part of the parental
Similarly, seeds are a part of living
living substance.
Actually, they are little plants and they conplants.
tinue their growth in the spring. And, again, the day
would have no beginning or ending if we could travel at
the speed at which the earth rotates, or if we lived at
the North Pole for half a year.
To press the analysis
farther back in time, life did not have a beginning for
the life property appears as the result of a change in
the organization of matter, a change from randomness to
A change from one phase to
an integrated organization.
another is not, in fact, a beginning or an ending.

From this viewpoint the beginning of life or the
beginning of the universe has little meaning and the
question of beginnings fades in importance, and similarl
with endings. Death occurs when the living system break
down, when a change occurs in the organization of particles which comprise the system. As an accompaniment
oi' this change the molecules and particles
(vhich, because of their organization into a system once shared
life properties) again become distributed at random
through the universe, later to become incorporated again
into other systems.
Thus we view the universe as a
system of continuity with two properties, randomness and
organization, disorder and order alternating with each
other in such a fashion as to maintain continuity.
This thinking also pervades the field of astronomy,
for there is evidence that new hydrogen is being formed

.
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fundamental particles from vhich in turn the
The suns and galaxies
lore complex elements are derived.
in
ire being built up out of disorder, perhaps to recede
the
of
;ime into randomness again, with our earth a part
The picture is not complete, but some astron:omplex.
)mers interpret the uiniverse as a steady state system
mich accordingly has no beginning or ending. Living
systems fit easily into this picture, for they too build
ranip systems out of disorder and in time recede into
Lomness again - each system (organism) remaining in balance with its surroundings by alternate periods of devel)pment and death followed by a new version of the organ.zation, each version varying a little to meet the exigencies of the environment, thus maintaining the balance
)et-ween the organism and its surroundings
'rom the

Now some of you here will be ijnable to accept the
laturalistic view of man which I have presented and youx
You have probably
viewpoint is quite to be expected.
lot been exposed to naturalistic views in your relativeAll the experiences that you have had
ly short life.
ibout the nature of man are recorded in tightly circumscribed new engrams which probably embrace the idea of
omnipotent God, the idea of creation, the concept of
bhe soul as an entity, and the idea of an innate conThe continual repetition of these ideas augscience.
mented with ritual has, over the years, endowed them
filth an aura of apparent truth, and with the passage of
time, they have gradually come to be accepted into your
You then come to
oody of knowledge as true statements.
regard opposing views with the incredulity that you would
changes
a statement that objects fall upwards or that water
experworldly
from
know
you
which
statements
coal,
to
But, as I said previously, science
ience to be untrue.
It merely bides
opposing views.
with
issue
take
does not
its time and, indeed, because science knows how individuals
come to acquire their store of knowledge and how apparent
certainty and truth become entwined in it. The scientist
finds it easy to tolerate opposing viewpoints without
animosity or antagonism toward those who hold them a
quality recognized by Cardinal Newman and graciously

m
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expressed by him in the passage which

I

quoted earlier.

This view of the ^jniverse and man's place in it is
accepted by many biologists_, and those distinguished
men who have written forcibly and lucidly on the subjec
include Thomas Henry Huxley^ F. R. S., George Bernard S
Sir Charles Sherrington, F. R. S., Herman Muller_, Nobel
Prize nan, J. C. Young, F. R. S., George Gaylord Simpso
The last thr
J. Bronowski, and Julian Huxley, F. R. S.
men have also written an account of the emergence and
evolution of morals and values in the coijrse of man's
evolution, a topic which I plan to talk about at the
But if any of you here are
last meeting of the class.
eager to pursue the subject further, I will be glad to
give you references to the literature.
However, it is my thinking that some members of th(
class will not wish to delve into this subject further.
In fact, it is my guess that some of you may even rejed
the nat 'oralis tic view of man which I have presented.
But before you line up too solidly with the burning Puritans, you should be willing to examine this view of mai
and not dismiss it peremptorily because it may be at
variance with your own established views. For in attem]
ting a resolution of the two views, we move a little
closer toward that distant goal of the philosophy that
would aim to bring all phenomena under one concept and
thereby explain all the facts of our experience. At the
moment there is a big gap between the authoritarianism
of religion and the Lested knowledge of science.
But
those who prefer to share with Matthew Arnold the view
that there is something not ourselves which makes for
righteousness many find some harmony with science and
perhaps continued spiritual satisfaction in visualizing
God as the guiding principle in the evolutionary process
working his wonders through the evolution of the 'universal world st^jff
And further, without much strain on tl:
imagination they could consider the rhythmic cycle of
life as a continuous process of creation.
.

Shakespeare could not have had this view of life
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deaths although his plays indicate that he had
bought about the matter^ and he gives voice to his
While Hamlet is
houghts through the mouth of Hamlet.
.coking at some disintegrating bones in a cemetery^ he
.andles the bones and thinks about Alexander the Great
.nd Julius Caesar returning to the earth from whence
hey came. And he also thinks about their greatness
hile they lived and the contrast appears to trouble
im - what they were then, and what they are now.
,nd

The prolegomena leading up to Hamlet's musings
with his return to Denmark. You will recall
hat through the machinations of the King, Hamlet sailed
'or England and that his ship was attacked by Danish
irates.
During the melee, Hamlet boarded the pirate
'essel and later the friendly pirates retiarned him to
)enmark.
Hamlet then sends a message to his friend,
Both men are now approachloratio, to come and meet him.
ng Elsinore Castle and Hamlet is smarting under the inThe two men take a short cut
;tigations of the King.
hrough a cemetery, where a sexton sings lustily as he
Ligs a new grave among the old ones, and you can sense
-he tension in Hamlet as he t'orns to Horatio and says,
;tart

Hamlet (Act V,i)
ias
it

this fellow no feeling of his business, that he sings
grave -making?

Horatio
'ustom hath made it in him a property of easiness.

Hamlet
'Tis e'en so; the hand of little employment hath the
iaintier sense.
....

(The sexton throws up a skull)

That skull had a tongue in it, and could sing once; how
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the knave jowls it to the ground, as if it were Cain's
It might be the
jaw-"bone_, that did the first murder
pate of a politician ... one that would circumvent God,
might it not?
i

Horatio
It might,

my lord.
(Here the sexton holds up a
skull and says it was Yorict
skull, the king's jester.)

Hamlet
(Takes the skull.) Alas, poor YorickJ
Let me see.
I
knew him, Horatio; a fellow of infinite jest, of most
excellent fancy; he hath borne me on his back a thousand
times; and now, how abhorred in my imagination it is.'
my gorge rises at it ... .Prithee, Horatio, tell me one
thing.

Horatio
What's that

ray

lord?

Hamlet
Dost thou think Alexander looked o' this fashion
earth?

i'

the

Horatio
E'en so.

Hamlet

And smelt so?

(Puts down the ska

Pah.'

Horatio

19
en so,

my lord.

Hamlet
Why may not
what "base uses we may return, Horatio
agination trace the noble dust of Alexander, till he
ad it stopping a bung-hole?
i

Horatio
were to consider too curiously, to consider so.

Hamlet
faith, not a jot ...Alexander died, Alexander was
ried, Alexander returneth into dust; the dust is earth;
earth we make loam; and why of that loam, whereto he
s converted, might they not stop a beer-barrel?
,

Imperious Caesar, dead and turn'd to clay,
Might stop a hole to keep the wind away;
0, that that earth, which kept the world in awe.
Should patch a wall to expel the winter's flawi
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A WORD OF THANKS

The staff members of the Fondren Library take

this opportunity to express their thanks to the many

persons who responded to the call for help in caring

fo2

the books damaged by the flooding of the basement of

th(

Fondren in May.

The task of attempting to salvage the

water-soaked volumes was staggering^ and time was of
essence.

the

To each and all who most generously gave theii

time during this crisis the Fondren staff extends sincei
thanks.

A later issue of the FLYLEAF will contain an accoui
of the disaster and progress made in recovering from it.

s
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MEMORIAL GIFTS
a

Donor

memory of

rs.

Frank

E.

Anderson

Beasley

De D.

Mr.

& Mrs. Albert Bel Fay

Mr.

& Mrs. George P. Brown

rs.

Pearl Bender

Mr.

& Mrs. Raymond H. Moers

rs.

Stella Bird

Mr.

& Mrs. Charles W. Hamilton

Bolin

Mr.

& Mrs. George R. Brown

Clayton

Mr.

& Mrs. Albert Bel Fay

Mr.
Mr.

& Mrs. Dan M. Moody
& Mrs. S. I. Morris ^ Jr.

Dhn W.

.

L.

Dbert W.

Clemens

Dseph

Davie

I.

Virginia Brooks
& Mrs. Hardin Craig, Jr.
Thomas L. Wilson

Mr.

rs.

Frank Dawson

.

Frank Dobie

.

L.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

& Mrs. W. F. Griffith, Jr.
& Mrs. A. Gordon Jones
& Mrs. Willoughby C. Williams

Andrew Forest Muir
Mrs. Ruth Lane

Dry

Jonathan Lane
Mr.

& Mrs. William James Miller

erry H. Gardner

Mr.

& Mrs. Cle^/e C. Nash, Jr.

Ifred

Mr.

& Mrs. George P. Brown

rs.

Lula Hewitt Ellis

C.

Glassell, Sr.

Smith

rs.

Harold Goodearle

Mr.

& Mrs. Thonms D.

rs.

Pat M. Greenwood

Mr.

& Mrs. V. P. Ringer
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In memory of

Donor

Mrs. Archie E. Groff

Mr.

& Mrs. John Mason, Jr.

Grady Hall

Mr.

& Mrs. Fred Wegener

Mrs. W. H. Hargrave

Mrs. J.

Fred J. Heyne

C. A. Dwyer
Mr. & Mrs. Grover J. Geiselraai
Mr. & Mi's. Charles W. Hamiltoj

Bonnie Sue Huckaby

Earle M. Hembree, Jr.

Mrs. Ben F.

Hill

Mrs. Molly F. Huebner

J.

E.

Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mrs.
Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Willis Slaughter

Niland

Mrs. James L. Britton
& Mrs. John Duchesneau
& Mrs. Arthur M. Far is
8c

Marion F. Foote
& Mrs. Thomson T. Player,
& Mrs. Sictaey Schafer
Richard E. Smith
Ethyl R. Vinson

Palmer Hutches on;, Sr

Ralph A. Anderson, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. George R. Brown
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Crooker, J
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W. Hamilto:

Curtiss D. Johnson

Mr. & Mrs. Abel B.

Mrs. Alfred J. Knapp

Mr.
Mr.

A.

Denzil Langham

Mrs. Marie Clark Lee

& Mrs. Albert Bel Fay
& Mrs. V. P. Ringer

Mrs. Ethyl R. Vinson
Mr.
C.

William A. Moers

Pierce, Jr

Mr.

& Mrs. Sam E. Dunnam
A.

Dwyer

& Mrs. Raymond H. Moers
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Donor

memory of
T.

s.

A.

Monroe

Mr.

& Mrs. William J. Miller

vernor Dan Moody

Mr. & Mrs. George R. Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Alvin S. Moody

verly Fry Owen

Sarah lane Literary Society
Alumnae

Henry A. Petersen

.

Mr.

& Mrs. V. P. Ringer

chard Powell

Judge Solomon Casseb
Hon. John Connally

nry Renf ert

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Bel Fay

bert B. Selig

Mr.

thur

L.

Shumate

& Mrs. A.

L.

Selig

Mr. & Mrs. V.

P.

Ringer

rnard Stone

Mr.

& Mrs. Pride Black

,lder Street

Mr.

& Mrs. Herbert Fletcher

Carneal
's.

Carl Sundberg

Lewis Thompson, Jr.

Mr.

B.

Sheffield

& Mrs. George R. Brown

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Bel Fay
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W. Hamilton
Mrs. J. Willis Slaughter

& Mrs. Hubert E. Bray
Pender Turnbull
Mr. & Mrs. Dow D. Warren

Torrens

Mr.

)pley Townes

Mr.

& Mrs. Albert Bel Fay

Llliam M. Wallace

Dr.

& Mrs. Melvin C. Terry

I
rs.

Mr.

& Mrs. C. M. Conway

B.
I

Thomas

P.

Wier, Jr.
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In memory of

Donor

Mrs. Mary Wojecki

Mr.

& Mrs. M. V. McEnany

GIFT IN HONOR OF THE BIETH OF

Allyson Paix Newton

Mrs. Abel B.

Pierce^ Jr.

NEEDS

Philosophical Society of Texas.

Proceedings

1938, 19^0, 1941, 1942

The Fondren Library appreciates the response to

requests in the last FLYLEAF for missing issues of
periodicals.
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Dger Goldwyn

Frank Jungman
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rs. Preston Moore
rank Vandiver
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dward Norbeck, Editor, the FLYLEAF
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